
 

 

In many countries children are engaged in some kind of paid work. Some people regard this as 

completely wrong, while others consider it as valuable work experience, important for learning and 

taking responsibility. What are your opinions on this?  

 
 

We are now living in a fast- paced era, in which everything is changing a lot day by day. 

Nowsaday, more and more children start to work to earn mony themselves, which brings about a 

controversy between those who are from two different points of view. 

Some people think that being engaged in paid work could help their children get many useful 

work experience and become more responsible to what they do. Because, children used to live with their 

families, that is why their mistakes usually are forgiven and they do not have opportunities to work in real 

working zone. For example, we must be very frightened if we cannot complete assigned work on time for 

the boss, while we just have to keep smiling with our mothers when we forget doing housework. 

In addition, it is believed that working at the early age could help children understand more how 

hard their parents have tried to make money to provide them happy and easy lives since they were born. 

Moreover, it also helps them use money in a more appropriate way. With the same amount of money, they 
will choose a cake for the whole family instead of a beautiful T-shirt.  

On the other hand, some think that parents should not let their children get a job . It is because 

they worry about the fact that their children are not used to becoming labors, or they do not want their 

children to experience the arduousness of working so early. However, how can they protect their children 

for the whole life? And how can their children cope well with all obstacles waiting for them?  

In conlusion, allowing children to get paid work,in my view, is not totally bad if they have suitable 

jobs and know how to learn from the jobs they get.   

 

 

Revised 

 
We are now living in a fast- paced era, in which everything is changing a lot day by day. 

Nowsadays, more and more children start to work to earn money themselves, which brings about a 

controversy between those who are from two different points of view. 

Some people think that being engaged in paid work could help their children get many useful 

work experiences and become more responsible to for what they do. Because, children are used to live 

living with their families, that is why their mistakes usually are forgiven and they do not have opportunities 

to work in real working zonesituations. For example, we must would be very frightened if we cannot 

couldn’t complete assigned work on time for the a boss, while we  just have to keep smiling with our 

mothers when we forget doing housework. 

In addition, it is believed that working at the an early age could help children understand more 

how hard their parents have tried to make money to provide them happy and easy lives ever since they were 

born. Moreover, it also helps them use money in a more appropriate way. With the same amount of money, 
they will choose a cake for the whole family instead of a beautiful T-shirt.  

On the other hand, some think that parents should not let their children get a job . It is because 

they worry about the fact that their children are not used to becoming labors, or they do not want their 

children to experience the arduousness of working so early. However, otherwise, how can they protect their 

children for the whole life? And Also, how can their children cope well with all obstacles waiting for them?  

In conclusion, allowing children to get paid for work, in my view, is not totally bad if they have 

suitable jobs and know how to learn from the jobs they get.   

 

This is 300 words, which is a good length. It is also very well organized and has good content.You 

use linking words very well too. Your use of hypothentical language (would, could)  makes this a very high 

scoring essay. Excellent job…. 


